Munich

Zurich

A Jugendstil swimming
pool, Little Asia, the sunken
village, and Hitler‘s secret
headquarters. There‘s a
lot more to the Bavarian
capital than beer and the
Oktoberfest.

A complicated clock, an
elephant in the woods, the
emperor’s paddle steamer,
and the ﬁrst ‘Dark Restaurant’.
There is obviously more to
Zurich than banking, clean
streets, and punctuality.

It‘s time to experience
Munich off the beaten
track.

This guide shows a very
different side to Switzerland‘s
largest city.

ISBN 978-3-9503662-0-4
£16.95

ISBN 978-3-9503662-8-0
£16.95

Hamburg

London

Edinburgh

John Lennon‘s doorway, a
ﬂoating church, the English
sewers, and the grave of an
Arabian princess. A unique
guide to unusual spots in the
port on the Elbe.

The Necropolis Railway,
Soho’s Buddhist temple,
ghost stations on the Tube,
and the best Eel and Pie
shop. From Roman ruins to
City skyscrapers.

The Innocent Railway,
coffee with Harry Potter,
mysterious Gilmerton cove
and a Scottish Acropolis.
Explore the Scottish capital
with this new guide.

A heady mix of the
workaday and the
cosmopolitan in
Germany‘s second city.

Explore the treasures
of old London and the
delights of the new with
this fascinating guide!

Edinburgh´s volcanic
geography, ancient
alleys and architectural
modernism revealed.

ISBN 978-3-9503662-1-1
£16.95

ISBN 978-3-9503662-5-9
£16.95

ISBN 978-3-9504218-0-4
£16.95

Published by The Urban Explorer

Explore unique, hidden
and unusual Europe
City tales from new perspectives
provide independent travellers
with unforgettable memories
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“In a world where places seem to become ever
more similar, it is an absolute joy to stumble on
the ‘Only In’ Guides” (Hidden Europe magazine)

Berlin

Vienna

Paris

The Pagoda cinema,
the Museum of Magic,
Foucault‘s pendulum and
a subterranean necropolis.
The author‘s offbeat
explorations reveal unusual
locations in the ‘City of
Light’.

Devil‘s Mountain, the Bridge
of Spies, Checkpoint Charlie
and the Führer Bunker.
Berlin‘s unique wartime
remains still fascinate many
visitors.

The Holy Lance, the Fools‘
Tower, Klimt‘s Last Studio and
the Knights of Blood Street.
Uncover the secrets of the
Danube metropolis with this
bestselling guidebook.

This guide covers them all
and much more besides
from medieval churches to
modern art.

Now in its fourth edition
this bestselling book is
popular with visitors and
locals alike!

ISBN 978-3-9503662-3-5
£16.95

ISBN 978-3-9503662-6-6
£16.95

ISBN 978-3-9503662-9-7
£16.95

Budapest

Prague

Cologne

The Children‘s Railway,
Rabbit Island, Ruin Pubs and
the Hospital in the Rock.
Discover Budapest with this
explorer‘s guide to the
‘Paris of the East’.

The Faust House, the Hunger
Wall, the English sewers and
the Alchemists‘ tower. There
are many guidebooks to
beautiful Prague but none
quite like this one.

Napoleon‘s cemetery, the
road under the Rhine, a city
lighthouse, and where the
Red Baron ﬂew. Overlooked
by visitors, historic Cologne
is a city waiting to be
explored.

The ﬁrst and only guide to
the Hungarian capital‘s
unique and unusual
locations!

Escape the throng and
dive into the back streets
for an adventure with a
difference.

Uncover Roman ruins,
religious relics, and all things
Romanesque.

ISBN 978-3-9503662-7-3
£16.95

ISBN 978-3-9503662-4-2
£16.95

ISBN 978-3-9503662-2-8
£16.95

C onlyinguides
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www.onlyinguides.com

A handsome tribute to one
of Europe‘s loveliest cities.

